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Japanese hydrojet performance at Toshimaen amusement park (14)
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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August 10, 2018, Tokyo, Japan - A Japanese hydrojet rider performs in the air with a jetdeck which connects to a personal water craft with a hose at a swimming pool of the Toshimaen amusement park in Tokyo on Friday, August 10, 2018. The amusement park started the water show through August 19 to attract holidaymakers for a week long Bon holidays.       (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO) LWX -ytd-
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